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Abstract
Let (L; @) be a di(erential graded Lie algebra over the prime 2eld Fp. There exists an iso-
morphism of Hopf algebras H∗(UL) ∼= UE, where E is a graded Lie algebra (J. Pure. Appl.
Algebra 83 (1992) 237–282). Suppose that L is q-reduced for some q ¿ 1. We prove a gen-
eralization of a classical theorem of Sullivan (Inst. Hautes ;Etudes Sci. Publ. Math. (47) (1977)
269–331), which we use to show that there is an isomorphism of graded Lie algebras H (L; @) ∼=
E × K , where K is an abelian (qp + p − 2)-reduced ideal. As a consequence, if X is a 2-
nite, q-connected, n-dimensional CW complex, and EX is its mod p homotopy Lie algebra (J.
Pure. Appl. Algebra 83 (1992) 237–282), then there are isomorphisms (EX )m ∼= m+1(X ;Fp) for
m6 min(q + 2p− 3; pq− 1). c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 55P62; 17B70
1. Introduction
Let p be an odd prime, and consider a di(erential graded Lie algebra (L; @) over
the prime 2eld Fp. If the cochain algebra C∗(L) (see Section 2) is admissible, then
Halperin [6] established a natural isomorphism of Hopf algebras H (UL) ∼= UE, where
E is a naturally de2ned graded Lie algebra. Unlike the rational case [9,5], in general
E = H (L). Let L : L → UL be the canonical inclusion. We prove
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Theorem 1.1. With the hypotheses and notation above;
1. H (L) ∼= E × K as Lie algebras; where K = kerH (L) is an abelian ideal; and
2. if L is q-reduced; then K is (pq+p−2)-reduced; so Hm(L) ∼= Em for m6 pq+p−3.
Suppose now that (L; @)=(L˜; @˜)⊗Fp for some Z(p)-free di(erential graded Lie algebra
(DGL) (L˜; @˜) over Z(p) such that C∗(L˜; @˜) is admissible. Then @˜ induces Bockstein
operators on H (L) and on UE. Since UE is the 2rst term of the modp homology
Bockstein spectral sequence for UL˜, the Bockstein preserves E in UE [6, Section 9].
Theorem 1.2. The natural map H () induces an isomorphism of graded Lie algebras
H (H (L); )
∼=→H (E; ).
As a result, the Bockstein spectral sequence for H (L˜; @˜) can be computed from the
minimal Sullivan model for C∗(L˜; @˜); see Corollary 6.2.
We next apply Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 to the topological setting. Let X be a 2nite,
q-connected, n-dimensional CW complex, and suppose that p¿ n=q. The Anick model
of X; LX , is a DGL over Z(p) such that ULX
→C∗(X ;Z(p)) as Hopf algebras up to
homotopy [1]. Applying Halperin’s result [6], we get a natural Hopf algebra isomor-
phism H (U (LX ⊗ Fp)) =UEX . By analogy to the rational case, the graded Lie algebra
EX is called the modp homotopy Lie algebra of X.
Theorem 1.3. With the notation and hypotheses above;
1. H (LX ⊗ Fp) ∼= EX × K; where K is an abelian ideal.
2. Hm(LX ⊗ Fp) = (EX )m for m6 pq+ p− 3:
3. X : LX → ULX induces an isomorphism H (H (LX ⊗ Fp); ) ∼= H (EX ; ):
Proof. Since p¿ n=q; C∗(LX ) is admissible [6, Lemma 7:6]. Apply Theorems 1.1 and
1.2.
Let m(−;Fp) denote the mth homotopy group with coeMcients in Fp [8]. In [2],
Anick de2ned a modp Hurewicz homomorphism m(X ;Fp) → Hm(LX ⊗ Fp) (m 6
pq− 1), and showed that it is an isomorphism if m6 min(q+2p− 3; pq− 1). Since
q+2p− 36 pq+p− 3 if q¿ 2 and pq− 16 pq+p− 3 if q=1, we have proved
Theorem 1.4 (cf. Sullivan [11, Theorem 10:1], Neisendorfer [8, Proposition 3:12]). (EX)m
∼= m(X ;Fp) for m6 min(q+ 2p− 3; pq− 1).
The outline of the article is as follows. Section 2 is a review of notation. In Section 3
we prove the key technical result, Theorem 3.3, and Section 4 is devoted to a careful
analysis of the structure of acyclic Sullivan algebras. Finally, in Sections 5 and 6, we
prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively.
The material in the present article is the result of work towards my Ph.D. thesis
at the University of Toronto. I would like to take this opportunity to thank my thesis
supervisor, Steve Halperin, for his guidance, insight and support.
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2. Notation and denitions
Let R be a commutative ring with unit. We will always assume that 12 ∈ R. By
“local principal ideal domain” we mean a ring which is simultaneously a local ring
and a principal ideal domain. The ring of integers localized at a prime p is denoted
Z(p), while the 2eld of integers modulo p is denoted by Fp.
We use the usual notation and de2nitions for graded modules, algebras, coalgebras,
and Hopf algebras; the standard reference is [7]. For di(erential graded modules, al-
gebras, coalgebras, divided powers algebras, etc., as well as semi-free modules and
resolutions, we follow [6], with some exceptions covered below. The dual of a graded
R-module V is denoted V]. A chain map f : (V; d) → (W; d) such that H (f) is an
isomorphism we call a quasi-isomorphism and denote by →.
A DGA is a pair (A; d), where A=
⊕
k∈Z A
k is a graded algebra and d is a derivation
of degree +1 whose square vanishes. A cochain algebra is a DGA (A; d) that satis2es
A= A¿0.
Let V be a free graded R-module; the free commutative graded algebra on V we
denote by V . Recall that V =
⊗∞
i=0 
iV , where iV is the submodule of elements
of word-length i, and 0V = R. If V = V¿1 or V = V6−1 then V has a natural
augmentation  : V → R such that ker  = ¿1V . If ’ : V → V ′ is an algebra
morphism, then the linearization of ’ is the R-linear morphism ’0 : V → V ′ de2ned
by the condition ’− ’0 : V → ¿2V ′.
A Sullivan algebra is a commutative cochain algebra of the form (V; d), such that
V = V¿1 is R-free, and V =
⋃∞
k=0 V (k), where V (0) ⊂ V (1) ⊂ · · · is an increasing
sequence of submodules that satis2es d : V (k)→ V (k − 1) for k ¿ 1 and d= 0 in
V (0).
If (V; d) is a Sullivan algebra, then for each k ¿ 0 there exists a graded submodule
Vk ⊂ V (k) such that V (k) = V (k − 1)⊗ Vk and d : Vk → V (k − 1) for k ¿ 1. We
may write d = d0 + d+, where d0 and d+ are derivations preserving and increasing
word-length, respectively. The derivation d0 is called the linear part of d.
Let (A; d) be a commutative cochain algebra. A quasi-isomorphism m : (V; d) →
(A; d), where (V; d) is a Sullivan algebra, is called a Sullivan model for (A; d).
Let R be a principal ideal domain. A Sullivan algebra (V; d) over R is minimal if
there is a sequence r1; r2; : : : ∈ R of non-invertible elements, such that d0 : V i → riV i+1
for i ¿ 1. In particular, if R is a 2eld, then d : V → ¿2V , while if R= Z(p), then
d : V → pV ⊕¿2V . By [6, Theorem 7:1], if (A; d) is a commutative cochain algebra
such that H (A) is 2nite type, H 0(A) =R; H 1(A) = 0, and H 2(A) is R-free, then (A; d)
admits a Sullivan model m : (V; d) → (A; d), where (V; d) is minimal. In this case
m is called a minimal Sullivan model for (A; d).
A graded Lie algebra is a graded R-module L = L¿0 along with a degree zero
linear map [ ; ] : L ⊗ L → L that satis2es the conditions [x; y] = −(−1)|x||y|[y; x] for
x; y ∈ L; [x; [y; z]]=[[x; y]; z]+(−1)|x||y|[y; [x; z]] for x; y; z ∈ L; and [x; [x; x]]=0 if |x|
is odd. If Lm=0 for m¡q then we say that L is q-reduced; “1-reduced” is also called
connected. A Lie derivation on L is a linear map & : L → L that satis2es the condition
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&([x; y]) = [&(x); y] + (−1)|&||x|[x; &(y)]. A DGL is a pair (L; @), where L is a graded
Lie algebra and @ is a Lie derivation on L of degree −1 whose square vanishes.
The Cartan–Chevalley–Eilenberg complex on a DGL (L; @) is the commutative
cochain algebra C∗(L; @) = (V; d); where V = (sL)], and the di(erential is the sum
of derivations d = d0 + d1. The linear part d0 : V → V is de2ned by (d0v)(sx) =
−(−1)|v|v(s@x) for v ∈ V and x ∈ L. Elements of 2V act on pairs in sL by the rule
vw(sx; sy)=(−1)|w||sx|v(sx)w(sy)+(−1)(|w|+|sx|)|sy|v(sy)w(sx). The quadratic part d1 :
V → 2V is de2ned by (d1v)(sx; sy) = (−1)|sy|v(s[x; y]) for v ∈ V and x; y ∈ L. We
will refer to C∗(L; @) as simply the cochains on (L; @).
The proof of the following proposition is a straightforward calculation using the
de2nitions.
Proposition 2.1. If  ∈ 2V; then
(d0)(sx; sy) =−(−1)||((s@x; sy) + (−1)|sx|(sx; s@y)):
3. Sullivan decomposition
The goal of this chapter is to prove Theorem 3.3 below, which is a generalization
of [11, Theorem 2:2]. Let R be a local principal ideal domain with unique maximal
ideal I and residue 2eld k.
Let (U; d) be a Sullivan algebra over R where U = U¿2 and U is R-free of
2nite type. The di(erential d is the sum d =
∑
j¿0 dj of derivations dj; each dj
raises word-length by j. Altering U by decomposables if necessary, we may write
U ⊗k= X˜ ⊕ Y˜ ⊕ Z˜ , where d⊗k : X˜ ∼=→Y˜ and d0⊗k|Z˜ =0. As a result, U =X ⊕Y ⊕Z ,
where d : X
∼=→Y and d0 : Z → IU .
Let .(sY ) be the free .-algebra on sY . De2ne a derivation / on the graded commu-
tative algebra Y ⊗.(sY ) by /(1⊗ 0k(sy)) = y⊗ 0k−1(sy) (k ¿ 1) and /(y⊗ 1) = 0
for y ∈ Y . Clearly, /2 = 0 and H (Y ⊗ .(sY ); /) = H 0(Y ⊗ .(sY ); /) = R.
Denition 3.1. With the hypotheses and notation above, the Sullivan algebra (U; d) is
called R-contractible if there is a Sullivan model (U; d) →(Y ⊗.(sY ); /) restricting
to the identity on Y .
Proposition 3.2. R-contractible algebras are precisely those Sullivan algebras (U; d)
such that U = U¿2 is :nite type and H¿0(U; d) = 0.
Proof. By de2nition, an R-contractible algebra has the stated form. Conversely, let
(U; d) be a Sullivan algebra with the stated properties, and write U = X ⊕ Y ⊕ Z ,
with d : X
∼=→Y and d0 : Z → IU . Then (X ⊕ Y ) is a sub-DGA of (U; d), and
since U = U¿2; (U; d) is a ((X ⊕ Y ); d)-semi-free resolution of R. Therefore we
can extend the obvious map ((X ⊕Y ); d)→ (Y ⊗.(sY ); /) to a quasi-isomorphism
(U; d)→(Y ⊗ .(sY ); /).
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Recall from [3] that a commutative cochain algebra (A; @) is admissible if there
exists a DGA surjection 2 : (B; d) (A; @), where (B; d) is an R-free cochain algebra
that satis2es H (B; d) = H 0(B; d) = R. We will call 2 an acyclic cover of (A; @).
Theorem 3.3. Let (V; d) be an admissible Sullivan algebra over R; such that V=V¿2
and each V i is R-free of :nite type.
1. There exists a minimal model m : (W; d)→(V; d) which is split injective.
2. (V; d) ∼= (W; d)⊗ (U; d) where (U; d) is an R-contractible algebra.
3. A quasi-isomorphism between minimal Sullivan algebras over R is an isomorphism.
4. All of the minimal Sullivan models of an admissible commutative di<erential
graded algebra are isomorphic.
Remark 3.4. The requirement that R be a local ring is only used to show that a
quasi-isomorphism into a minimal Sullivan algebra is split surjective; our approach is
to reduce over the residue 2eld k and use Nakayama’s Lemma. Perhaps the proof can
be done directly without the local hypothesis.
We will need the following lemmas. The proofs of the 2rst two are the same as in
the rational setting and are omitted.
Lemma 3.5. Let R be a commutative ring. Let 4 : (A; d)

(B; d) be a surjective
quasi-isomorphism of commutative cochain algebras over R. Suppose that (V; d) is
a Sullivan algebra and that ’ : (V; d)→ (B; d) is a cochain algebra morphism. Then
there is a cochain algebra morphism  : (V; d)→ (A; d) such that ’= 4 .
Lemma 3.6. Let k be a :eld. Suppose that ’ : (A; @)→(W; d) is a quasi-isomorphism
of commutative cochain algebras over k; where (W; d) is a minimal Sullivan algebra.
Then ’ is split surjective.
Lemma 3.7. Let R be a local principal ideal domain; with maximal ideal I and residue
:eld k. Let ’ : M → N be an R-linear morphism of graded R-modules of :nite type.
If ’⊗ k is surjective; then so is ’.
Proof. Since ’⊗k is surjective, N=’(M)+IN . It follows that N=’(M)=I(N=’(M)).
Each [N=’(M)]k is 2nitely generated, so by Nakayama’s Lemma, N=’(M)=0; therefore
N = ’(M).
Proof of Theorem 3.3. From the hypotheses, there is a minimal model m′ : (W; d)→
(V; d) and an acyclic cover 2 : (B; d)  (V; d). Multiplication de2nes a surjective
quasi-isomorphism m′ ·2 : (W; d)⊗(B; d)(V; d). By Lemma 3.5, m′ ·2 splits via 8 :
(V; d)→(W; d)⊗ (B; d). Compose 8 with the projection (W; d)⊗ (B; d)(W; d)
to get a quasi-isomorphism r : (V; d)→(W; d). We will show that r splits; the
desired model m will be the splitting for r. Recall that the Sullivan algebra (W; d)
is R-minimal if and only if (W; d) ⊗ k is k-minimal. Since R is a principal ideal
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domain, r⊗ k : (V; d)⊗ k →(W; d)⊗ k is a quasi-isomorphism of Sullivan algebras
over the 2eld k. Since (W; d) ⊗ k is minimal over k; r ⊗ k is split surjective by
Lemma 3.6. Lemma 3.7 then implies that r is surjective. Since (W; d) is a Sullivan
algebra, r splits. Call the splitting m : (W; d)→(V; d) to establish Statement 1.
Since r is split surjective, we have a split short exact sequence of graded R-modules
0 → ker r → +V → +W → 0. Therefore m and the inclusion of ker r induce
a graded module isomorphism +V ∼= +W ⊗ ker r. Furthermore +V · +V ∼=
+W · +W + J where J = (+V ) · ker r ⊂ ker r. It is straightforward to check
that ker r=J is torsion-free and hence R-free, so ker r → ker r=J splits via a splitting
2. Set U = im 2. The model m and the splitting 2 induce the R-linear isomorphism
Q(V ) ∼= Q(W ) ⊕ (ker r=J ). If i : U ,→ V is the inclusion, then i extends to an
algebra morphism i : U → V , and multiplication de2nes an algebra isomorphism
m · i : W ⊗ U ∼=→V .
Let (U; Qd)=R⊗(W;d)(V; d). We prove that (U; Qd) is acyclic, hence R-contractible
by Proposition 3.2. Write U=Y⊕Z , where Z=ker{ Qd0 : U → U}. Since R is a principal
ideal domain, Y and Z are both R-free. Since V=V¿2; d : Zi → W⊗(U6i−2⊕Zi−1)
and d : Y i → W ⊗ [Zi+1⊕ (W ⊗(U6i−1))]. If we choose a basis {u1; u2; : : :} of U
compatible with the sequence of submodules Z2; Z3; Y 2; Z4; Y 3; : : : ; Zi; Y i−1; Zi+1; Y i; : : :
then duj ∈ W ⊗ (u1; : : : ; uj−1). (This is exactly a relative version of the argument
given in the paragraph preceding [6, Proposition 7:5].) It follows that (V; d) is a
(W; d)-semi-free module. Therefore R ⊗W m : R→(U; Qd) is a quasi-isomorphism;
i.e., (U; Qd) is acyclic.
Recall that U = Y ⊕ Z , where Z = ker Qd0. Filter U by a sequence of submodules as
follows. Set U (1)=Z2, and for k ¿ 2, set U (k)=U (k− 1)⊕Zk+1⊕Y k =Uk ⊕Zk+1.
Since V = V¿2 and U ⊂ ker r; d : U (k) → W ⊗ +U (k). Suppose inductively that
d : U (k−1)→ U (k−1). Then the inclusion i : (W; d)⊗ (U (k−1); Qd) ,→ (V; d)
induces a homology isomorphism in degrees 6 k. The same argument that shows that
(U; Qd) is acyclic can be used to establish that Hq(U (k−1); Qd)=0 for 26 q6 k. In
fact, Hk+1(U (k − 1); Qd) also vanishes. Indeed, suppose = ∈ (U (k − 1))k+1 satis2es
Qd= = 0. Then there exists > ∈ W and  ∈ V such that m(>) = i(1 ⊗ =) + d.
We will identify m(>) with > ⊗ 1 and i(1 ⊗ =) with 1 ⊗ =. Since || = k, and
V =V¿2, we may write = y+′, where y ∈ Y k and ′ ∈ W ⊗U (k − 1). Since
y ∈ Y k ; Qd0y=0 if and only if y=0. Now >⊗1−1⊗=−d(′) ∈ W ⊗U (k−1),
while dy = Qd0y + W ⊗ U (k − 1). It follows that Qd0y = 0, so y = 0. Therefore
>⊗ 1− 1⊗==d′. Write ′=f⊗ 1− 1⊗ g+′′, where f ∈ W; g ∈ U (k − 1),
and ′′ ∈ +W ⊗+U (k− 1). Since d is a derivation, it follows that d′′=0, so we
may assume that ′′ = 0. Therefore == dg, establishing the claim.
Now, suppose z ∈ Zk+1. We may write dz = = + >, where |=| = |>| = k + 2,
= ∈ +W ⊗ +U (k − 1), and > ∈ +U (k − 1). Thus d= = −d>. Since d is a
derivation that preserves +W , d= ∈ +W ⊗U (k−1). By the inductive hypothesis,
d> ∈ U (k − 1). It follows that both d= and d> vanish. Thus = is a cocycle in
Hk+2(+W⊗+U (k−1)). Since Hq(U (k−1); Qd)=0 for 26 q6 k+1, the KSunneth
formula implies that Hk+2(+W ⊗ +U (k − 1)) = 0. It follows that = = d
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for some  ∈ +W ⊗ +U (k − 1) ⊂ ker r. Therefore d(z − ) => ∈ U (k − 1) ⊂
U (k) and we may replace z by z −  as a generator for U .
Essentially, the same argument establishes that we may replace a basis element y ∈
Y k by y − &, where d(y − &) ∈ U (k). The proof of Statement 2 is now complete.
Let ’ : (W; d) →(X; d) be a quasi-isomorphism between R-minimal Sullivan alge-
bras. Since R is a principal ideal domain and W , X are R-free complexes, ’⊗ k :
(W; d)⊗k →(X; d)⊗k. By Lemma 3.6, ’⊗k is surjective, so ’ itself is surjective
by Lemma 3.7. Lemma 3.5 then implies that ’ splits via 2 : (X; d)→ (W; d). As 2
too is a quasi-isomorphism, repeating the above argument shows that 2 is a surjection
and hence an isomorphism. This establishes Statement 3.
Suppose that (A; d) is an admissible CDGA, and that m : (W; d)→(A; d) and @ :
(X; d)→(A; d) are minimal models of (A; d). Let 2 : (B; d) → (A; d) be an acyclic
cover. The model m lifts through the surjective quasi-isomorphism @ · 2 : (X; d) ⊗
(B; d)→(A; d), so composition with the projection (X; d) ⊗ (B; d) → (X; d) de2nes
a quasi-isomorphism ’ : (W; d)→(W; d). Now apply Statement 3.
4. Acyclic Sullivan algebras
Let R=Fp or Z(p), and suppose that (U; d) is an R-contractible algebra. The purpose
of this section is to prove Theorem 4.3 below, which makes explicit the generators
and di(erentials in (U; d). Recall that d =
∑
j¿0 dj, where each dj is a derivation
raising word-length by j. We may write U ⊗ Fp = X ⊕ Y ⊕ Z , where d0 : X
∼=→Y and
d0|Z = 0. Let {xA} ⊂ U represent a basis for X . We will construct Sullivan models
(MA; /A)
→(dxA) ⊗ .(xA), then map each Sullivan algebra (MA; /A) into (U; d).
We then multiply these morphisms together to de2ne ’ :
⊗
A(MA; /A)→ (U; d) and
prove that ’ is an isomorphism (Theorem 4.3).
We now construct a Sullivan model of .(x), |x| = 2n. Let N = Z(p){vi; wj}i; j¿0,
where |vi|=2npi, |wj|=2npj+1−1 (n¿ 1). De2ne a di(erential / on N by making
all the vi cocycles, and setting /(wj) =−p!cjvj+1 + vpj , where
ck =
pk+1!
pk !pp!
=
p∏
n=2
(
npk − 1
p− 1
)
≡ 1 (modp):
De2ne a DGA homomorphism 4 : (N; /) → (.(x); 0), |x| = 2n, by 4(vi) = 0pi(x),
4(wj) = 0.
Proposition 4.1. The homomorphism 4 is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Since .(x) is generated as an algebra by the elements 0p
k
(x) for k ¿ 0, 4
is surjective. From the divided powers axioms [4], we have for k ¿ 1; 0p
k
(x)p =
ckp!0p
k+1
(x). It follows that H (ker 4) = 0.
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Now let P = (z)⊗ N , |z|= 2n+ 1. De2ne a di(erential / on P by /(z) = 0,
/(v0) = z, and for j ¿ 0,
/(vj+1) =
1
cj(p− 1)!/(vj)v
p−1
j ;
/(wj) =−p!cjvj+1 + vpj :
It is easily veri2ed that /2 = 0. We will exhibit (P; /) as a Sullivan model for the
cochain algebra ((y)⊗ .(x); @), where @ is the derivation de2ned by @(1⊗ 0k(x)) =
y ⊗ 0k−1(x) for k ¿ 1, and @(y ⊗ 1) = 0.
De2ne @ : (P; /)→ ((y)⊗ .(x); @) by z → y, vK → 0pk (x), wj → 0.
Proposition 4.2. The homomorphism @ is a quasi-isomorphism of cochain algebras.
Proof. A straightforward calculation establishes that
@(1⊗ 0pk+1(x)) = (1=ck)@(1⊗ 0pk (x))(1⊗ 0p−1(0pk (x)))
and it follows that @ commutes with the di(erentials. Let  : (P; /)  (N; /) and
8 : (y) ⊗ .(x)  .(x) be the maps sending z and y, respectively, to zero. Then
ker  = z(N ) and ker 8 = y(.(x)). De2ne cochain maps ’ : ker  → N and  :
ker 8 → .(x) by ’(z ·=) == (= ∈ N ) and  (y ·>) => (> ∈ .(x)). It is apparent
that ’ and  are Z(p)-linear isomorphisms (of degree −(2n+1)). Since 4’=  @|ker ,
it follows that @ restricts to a quasi-isomorphism of graded Z(p)-modules ker 
→ker 8.
Form the commutative diagram
0 −−−−−→ ker  −−−−−−−−−→ P −−−−−−−−−→ N −−−−−→ 0
@|ker 	
@
	 4
	
0 −−−−−→ ker 8 −−−−−→ (y)⊗ .(x) 8−−−−−−→ .(x) −−−−−→ 0
where the horizontal rows are exact. Pass to homology and use the Five Lemma to
complete the proof.
Let (U; d) be a Z(p)-contractible algebra. We may assume that U = X ⊕ Y ⊕ Z ,
where d : X ∼= Y , and d0 : Z → pU . Let {xA} be a basis of X , determining a basis
{dxA} of Y .
For each A, we construct a DGA morphism (MA; /A) → (U; d). If |xA| is odd,
let MA = Z(p){zA; vA;0}, where |vA;0|= |xA|, |zA|= |xA|+ 1, and /AvA;0 = zA. De2ne ’A :
(MA; /A) → (U; d) by ’A(vA;0) = xA, ’A(zA) = dxA. If |xA| is even, let (MA; /A) be
a copy of (P; /) de2ned in the paragraph preceding Proposition 4.2, so MA has basis
{zA; vA; i; wA;j}. Set ’A(zA)=dxA, ’A(vA;0)=xA, and suppose that ’A(vA; i) has been de2ned
for i¡ k. Then ’A(/AvA;k) is de2ned and is a cocycle. Thus there exists >k ∈ U
such that d>k =’A(/AvA;k); set ’A(vA;k)=>k . Similarly, extend ’A to span{wA;j}. Set
(M; /) =
⊗
A(MA; /A) and ’=
⊗
A ’A : (M; /)→ (U; d).
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Theorem 4.3. The DGA morphism
’ : (M; /) =⊗A(MA; /A)→ (U; d)
is an isomorphism.
Lemma 4.4. The reduced morphism
’⊗ Fp : (M; /)⊗ Fp → (U; d)⊗ Fp
is an isomorphism.
Proof. We consider everything to be reduced modulo p for the duration of the proof,
and omit the ubiquitous –⊗ Fp. First we construct a splitting 2 for ’, then we show
that 2 is in fact an inverse.
We may write U = X ⊕ Y ⊕ Z , where d : X ∼= Y and d0|Z = 0. Let {xA} be
the basis for X used in the construction of ’. De2ne the splitting 2 on X ⊕ Y by
2(xA)= vA;0; 2(dxA)= zA. Assume for k ¿ 2 that the splitting has been constructed on
Z¡k . Let a ∈ Zk be a basis element. Since da ∈ (U¡k); 2(da) is de2ned and is a
cocycle. Since (M; /) is acyclic, there exists = ∈ M with /== 2(da); furthermore,
d(’(=) − a) = 0. Therefore there is an E ∈ U that satis2es dE = ’(=) − a. Since
|E|=k−1; 2(E) is de2ned, so a=’(=−/2(E)). Extend 2 by de2ning 2(a)==−/2(E).
This completes the construction of the splitting.
Assume that 2’=1 on M¡k . Let y ∈ Mk be a basis element from the basis given
in the construction of (M; /).
Case 1: y = zA or y = vA;0 for some A. By construction, 2’(y) = y.
Case 2: y=vA; i or y=wA;j for some A and i ¿ 1 or j ¿ 0. Then /y ∈ (¿pM)k+1 ⊆
M¡k , so by the inductive hypothesis, 2’(/y)= /y. It follows that /(2’(y)−y)= 0
so there is some element ! ∈ M that satis2es /!= 2’(y)− y; that is, 2’(y) = y+
/!. Applying ’, we get ’2’(y) = ’(y + /!); since 2 splits ’, we get d’(!) = 0.
Since (U; d) is acyclic, there exists an element & ∈ U such that d& = ’(!). Since
|!| = k − 1, the inductive hypothesis says that 2’(!) = !, so ! = /2(&). Therefore
2’(y) = y + /(/2(&)) = y.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. By Lemma 4.4, ’⊗Fp is an isomorphism. Lemma 3.7 implies
that ’ is surjective. Since ’⊗ Fp is injective and M and U are Z(p)-free, ’ itself
is injective.
5. Homology of a DGL
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1 from the introduction.
Let p be an odd prime. Let (L; @) be a connected DGL of 2nite type over Fp such
that the cochain algebra C∗(L) is admissible. Recall from [6] that there is a natural
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isomorphism of Hopf algebras H (UL) ∼= UE; where E is a naturally de2ned graded
Lie algebra. Let L : L → UL be the natural map.
Since C∗(L) is admissible and L is connected of 2nite type, C∗(L) satis2es the
hypotheses of Theorem 3.3. Therefore there exists a split injective minimal model
m : (W; d)→C∗(L) and an Fp-contractible sub-DGA (U; d) ,→ C∗(L) such that
(W; d)⊗ (U; d)∼=→C∗(L) (1)
is an isomorphism of cochain algebras. Linearize (1), then suspend and dualize to get an
isomorphism of chain complexes G : (L; @)
∼=→(E; 0)⊕(I; @), where I=(sU )]. Note that I=
ker{(sm0)] : L → E} is a sub-chain complex of L. Let &=H ((sm0)]) : H (L; @)→ E and
K=ker &=H (I; @). By [10, Proposition 3:1], H (L)=E&, where E : E → UE is the nat-
ural inclusion. Since H (L) and E are Lie algebra morphisms and E is injective, & is a
Lie algebra morphism and K is a Lie ideal which coincides with kerH (L). Recall from
Theorem 4.3 the isomorphism ’ : (M; /)
∼=→(U; d), where (M; /) =⊗A(MA; /A).
For each A, either MA = Fp{zA; vA;0} with |vA;0| odd, or MA = Fp{zA; vA; i; wA;j} with
|vA;0| even. The di(erentials are given by /(vA;0) = zA; /(vA;k+1) = −/(vA;k)vp−1A;k , and
/(wA;j) = v
p
A;j. Linearize ’ to get a chain isomorphism ’0: (M; /0)
∼=→(U; d0), where
/0(vA;0) = zA and all other basis elements of M are cocycles.
Lemma 5.1. An element x of L is a boundary if and only if G(x) vanishes on s(W ⊕
’0(M ′)); where M ′ is the span of all the generators of M except {vA;0}.
Proof. Since G is an isomorphism of chain complexes, x ∈ L is a boundary if and only
if G(x) is a boundary. If G(x) is a boundary then it vanishes on s(W ⊕’0(M ′)), which
is generated by cocycles. On the other hand, if G(x) vanishes on s(W ⊕ ’0(M ′))
then G(x) = @(g), where g is de2ned by 〈s(span{vA; i; wA; i}); g〉 = 0 and 〈zA; sg〉 =
−(−1)|x|〈vA;0; sG(x)〉.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We have an Fp-linear isomorphism H (G) : H (L; @) ∼= E ⊕ K ,
with K = kerH (L). To prove Statement 1, it suMces to show that [H (L); H (I)] = 0.
Suppose x ∈ L and y ∈ I are cycles. Since H (I) = kerH () is a Lie ideal, we may
write [x; y] = z + @a, where z ∈ I is a cycle and a ∈ L. Lemma 5.1 and the fact that
I = (sU )] then imply that G[x; y] vanishes on sW .
Let u ∈ M ′. On M ′, /0 = 0, so ’0(u) ∈ ker d0 ⊂ U . Furthermore, /1 = 0 in M , so
a word-length argument establishes that d1’0(u) = d0, where  ∈ 2U . Since x and
y are cycles, it follows using the formula from Proposition 2.1 that 〈’0(u); sG[x; y]〉=
(−1)|sy|〈d1’0(u); sx · sy〉=0. By Lemma 5.1, [x; y] is a boundary, so [H (L); H (I)]=0.
For Statement 2, recall that K =H ([s(U; d0)]]) =H ([s(M; /0)]]). M =M¿q+1 since
L= L¿q. The lowest degree basis element of M will be vA;0 for some A. This means
that the 2rst non-vanishing cohomology class of H (s[M; /0]) is that of swA;0, whose
degree is at least pq+ p− 2.
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6. Lie algebras reduced modulo p
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. Let (L˜; @˜) be a DGL over Z(p) such that the
cochain algebra C∗(L˜; @˜) is admissible. Let (L; @)=(L˜; @˜)⊗Fp be the reduction modulo
p; then C∗(L; @) ∼= C∗(L˜; @˜)⊗ Fp is admissible. By the uniqueness of minimal models
(Theorem 3.3), we may suppose that any minimal model m : (W; d) →C∗(L; @) is of
the form m= m˜⊗ Fp, where m˜ : (W˜ ; d˜)→C∗(L˜; @˜) is a Z(p)-minimal model.
Since C∗(L; @) is admissible, Theorem 1.1 asserts that H (L) ∼= E×K as graded Lie
algebras, where K is a central ideal. Since (L; @) is reduced modulo p, H (L; @) and
H (UL) come equipped with Bockstein operators . But H (UL)=UE, and  preserves
E. In (W˜ ; d˜), the minimality condition implies that the linear part of d˜, denoted d˜0,
is divisible by p, and so induces a Bockstein operator on W˜ ⊗ Fp dual to that on E;
see [6, Section 9]. Therefore H () : H (L) → H (UL) induces a morphism of DGL’s,
(H (L); )→ (E; ); whose kernel is K .
Lemma 6.1. The di<erential ideal (K; ) is acyclic.
Proof. Recall that K = H ([s(M; /0)]]). We may assume that (M; /) = (M˜ ; /˜) ⊗ Fp
for a Z(p)-contractible algebra (M˜ ; /˜). Thus H (K; ) = 0 if and only if (H (M; /0); )
is acyclic, where  is the Bockstein operator associated to /˜0. By construction, M =⊕
A MA=
⊕
A(M˜ A⊗Fp). For a given A, if the lowest non-vanishing degree of MA is odd
then MA=Z(p){z; v} with /0(v)= z; so H (MA; /0)=0. On the other hand, if the lowest
non-vanishing degree in MA is even, then M˜ A = Z(p){z; vi; wj}i¿0; j¿0, where /˜0v0 = z,
and /˜0wj=−p!vj+1. It follows that H (MA)=Fp{vi; wj}i¿1; j¿0, with (wj)=vj+1. Hence
H (H (MA); ) = 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since H () maps surjectively onto E, use Lemma 6.1 and pass
to the associated long exact homology sequence.
The following corollary answers a question raised in [6, Remark 9:3].
Corollary 6.2. ThemodpBockstein spectral sequences for H (L˜; @˜) and for [s(W˜ ; d˜0)]]
coincide after the :rst term. In particular; the spectral sequence E ⇒ EQ is a sequence
of graded Lie algebras.
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